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Abstract
In the current research, DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands structure determination with the two–dimensional NMR molecular line 
shape analysis of single, multiple, zero and double quantum correlation experiments are investigated. However, it has been demonstrated by us and others that the 
choice of DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands structure determination with the two–dimensional NMR molecular line shape analysis 
of single, multiple, zero and double quantum correlation experiments can greatly influence tissue classification results. In addition to developing best–practice 
techniques for spectral preprocessing, care must be taken when developing classification DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands structure 
determination with the two–dimensional NMR molecular line shape analysis of single, multiple, zero and double quantum correlation experiments for diagnostic 
evaluation. Validation studies need to be performed to confirm that DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands structure determination with 
the two–dimensional NMR molecular line shape analysis of single, multiple, zero and double quantum correlation experiments developed on ex vivo specimens are 
applicable to in vivo tissues. Machine learning DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands structure determination with the two–dimensional 
NMR molecular line shape analysis of single, multiple, zero and double quantum correlation experiments hold the promise of automating the identification and 
diagnosis of gum cancer. Deep learning training, using large numbers of spectra, may also identify molecular patterns among gum cancer types, aid in margin 
detection, and become predictors of the aggressiveness of the gum cancer. 
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Introduction
DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands 

structure determination with the two–dimensional NMR molecular line 
shape analysis of single, multiple, zero and double quantum correlation 
experiments can assist in uncovering the molecular basis of disease and 
provide objective, quantifiable molecular information for diagnosis 
and treatment evaluation. Numerous experimental studies have shown 
the capability of DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano 
drugs ligands structure determination with the two–dimensional 
NMR molecular line shape analysis of single, multiple, zero and double 
quantum correlation experiments for tissue characterization. The 
translation for clinical use involves the development of comprehensive 
spectral databases and tissue classification methodologies that can be 
compared with current gold standards. Best–practice techniques for 
data processing, acquisition, and classification need to be developed 
and adopted. Various interferents, such as fluorescence, a process that 
usually “competes” with DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer 
Nano drugs ligands structure determination with the two–dimensional 
NMR molecular line shape analysis of single, multiple, zero and double 
quantum correlation experiments can hamper the interpretation of 
DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands 
structure determination with the two–dimensional NMR molecular 
line shape analysis of single, multiple, zero and double quantum 
correlation experiments of biological samples. Preprocessing the raw 

data helps eliminate unwanted signals, enhances DNA/RNA of gum 
cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands structure determination 
with the two–dimensional NMR molecular line shape analysis of single, 
multiple, zero and double quantum correlation experiments features, 
and allows more reproducible data for qualitative and quantitative 
analysis [1-10].

Results and discussion
Novel approaches toward understanding the evolution of disease 

can lead to the discovery of biomarkers that will enable better 
management of disease progression and improve prognostic evaluation. 
DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands 
structure determination with the two–dimensional NMR molecular 
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Conclusion
Non–invasive or minimally invasive in vivo tools that can provide 

rapid tissue assessment and/or monitor treatment therapies have 
potential application in many fields of medicine. Interest in DNA/
RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands structure 
determination with the two–dimensional NMR molecular line shape 
analysis of single, multiple, zero and double quantum correlation 
experiments is rising due to the potential of DNA/RNA of gum cancer 
cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands structure determination with 
the two–dimensional NMR molecular line shape analysis of single, 
multiple, zero and double quantum correlation experiments for non–
invasive tissue diagnostics. DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–
cancer Nano drugs ligands structure determination with the two–
dimensional NMR molecular line shape analysis of single, multiple, 
zero and double quantum correlation experiments involve the study of 
the interaction matter with light. Molecules are composed of two or 
more bonded atoms that are in continuous motion (be it electronic, 
vibrational, rotational, or translational). Due to the different kinds of 
motion and intermolecular interactions, a molecule possesses different 
forms of energy that can be probed with electromagnetic radiation 
to obtain information on molecular structure and composition. A 
molecule can react to incoming light via the processes of absorption 
and scattering. The process of absorption occurs when a material 
takes up radiant energy internally. Since energy is quantized, there 
are distinct energy levels in a molecule that correspond to different 
amounts of rotational, vibrational, and electronic energy. If the 
energy of a photon matches a difference between two energy levels in 
a molecule, absorption can occur causing a transition from the lower 
to higher energy state. Rotational transitions occur at low energies 
(microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum), while vibrational 
transitions occur in the DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer 
Nano drugs ligands structure determination with the two–dimensional 
NMR molecular line shape analysis of single, multiple, zero and double 
quantum correlation experiments.
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line shape analysis of single, multiple, zero and double quantum 
correlation experiments is a promising investigative and diagnostic 
tool that can assist in uncovering the molecular basis of disease and 
provide objective, quantifiable molecular information for diagnosis 
and treatment evaluation. This technique probes molecular vibrations/
rotations associated with chemical bonds in a sample to obtain 
information on molecular structure, composition, and intermolecular 
interactions. DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs 
ligands structure determination with the two–dimensional NMR 
molecular line shape analysis of single, multiple, zero and double 
quantum correlation experiments occurs when light interacts with 
a molecular vibration/rotation and a change in polarizability takes 
place during molecular motion. This results in light being scattered at 
an optical frequency shifted (up or down) from the incident light. By 
monitoring the intensity profile of the in elastically scattered light as a 
function of frequency, the unique spectroscopic fingerprint of a tissue 
sample is obtained. Since each sample has a unique composition, the 
spectroscopic profile arising from DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—
anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands structure determination with the two–
dimensional NMR molecular line shape analysis of single, multiple, 
zero and double quantum correlation experiments–active functional 
groups of nucleic acids, proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates allows for 
the evaluation, characterization, and discrimination of tissue type. 
This review provides an overview of the theory of DNA/RNA of gum 
cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands structure determination 
with the two–dimensional NMR molecular line shape analysis of 
single, multiple, zero and double quantum correlation experiments, 
instrumentation used for measurement, and variation of DNA/
RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands structure 
determination with the two–dimensional NMR molecular line shape 
analysis of single, multiple, zero and double quantum correlation 
experiments for clinical applications in gum cancer, including detection 
of brain, ovarian, breast, prostate, and pancreatic gum cancers and 
circulating tumor cells (Figure 1).

Figure 1. DNA/RNA of gum cancer cells—anti–cancer Nano drugs ligands structure 
determination with the two–dimensional NMR molecular line shape analysis of single, 
multiple, zero and double quantum correlation experiments
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